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Instructions :
1.

The Question Paper is divided in five Units. Each unit carries an internal
choice.

2.

Attempt one question from each Unit. Thus attempt five questions in all.

3.

All questions carry equal marks.

4.

Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

5.

English version should be deemed to be correct in case of any anomaly in
translation.

6.

Candidate should write his/her Roll Number at the prescribed space on the
question paper.
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I/(Unit I)
1.

What is

concept design ? What is the next step after the initial concept

design is approved and ready to be executed.
(Or)
2.

Why is it more important to storyboard each sequence in animated film project
compared to a live-action production ?
II/(Unit II)
3.

Define different elements of a model sheet. List five reasons why animators
use it.
(Or)
3
What is the difference between box modelling and patch modelling in 3D model
making.
III/(Unit III)
5.
What is FK and IK ? Define and explain with suitable examples.
(Or)
6.
What is 3-point light setup ? Explain with detailed illustrated figure.
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IV/(Unit IV)
7.
Explain the term colour grading. What kind of colours would you see in a
horror film ?
(Or)
8.

"Compositing is a crucial process when it comes to visual effects". Do you
agree with this statement ? Write your comments and explain in detail, why?
V/(Unit V)
9.

(SFX)

VFX

What is meant by SFX and how is it different from VFX ?
(Or)
10.

Adobe

List the setting that needs to be taken special care of while rendering and
exporting in Adobe After-effects. What are the different types of files formats
available while exporting a composition via Adobe After-effects.
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